
Case Study:
Robotic Hand and Control Glove
The V-One is a multi-functional, desktop PCB printer that will completely 
change the way you think about electronics. 

For product developers, the V-One optimizes R&D productivity in-house, 
taking your idea and bringing it to life faster, cheaper, and easier than ever 
before — beating your competition to market. 

For educators, the V-One allows you to teach the fundamentals of electronics 
in one class, or complete a capstone project within one term, closing the skill 
gap for students and equipping them with hands-on experience to propel 
them into fields like aeronautics, wearable technology, and more.

The V-One slashes the time it takes to get from idea to proof-of-concept.

Create a robotic hand and control glove to showcase the 
capabilities and versatility of the V-One, as well as NOVA’s 
stretchable ink printing. The V-One was used to create 
two custom PCBs for transmitting information from the 
control glove to the robot hand. 

GOAL:

https://www.voltera.io/v-one
https://www.voltera.io/nova


The robot hand components were printed with an Anycubic Mega printer 
using a non-flexible filament, and the joints were printed with a TPU filament. 
Once assembled, the fingers were internally strung with cables (like tendons), 
and those were connected to servo motors in the base of the palm. The 
servos were connected to a second board, mounted to the glove. 

The robot hand mimics the hand movement of the controller wearing the 
glove.

Interested in more detail? Check out the NOVA robot hand and control glove 
case study.

This project is made up of two separate boards: 

1. The first board monitors the glove for movement. 
2. The second board controls the servo motors that move the robotic hand.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

The control glove strain gauges were made by printing flexible conductive ink 
onto TPU using NOVA, and then heat-pressing the TPU onto a fabric glove 
using a t-shirt press. Wires were connected to the traces using conductive 
adhesive, and then the wires were connected to an Arduino custom breakout 
board, mounted to a wrist strap, and worn by the controller.

METHOD SUMMARY:

https://www.anycubic.com/collections/anycubic-mega-3d-printers


This board is composed of an 
Arduino with a custom breakout 
board and its own Bluetooth 
transceiver. After the first board 
detects a change in resistance, 
it sends a command over the 
Bluetooth link to the second 
board, telling it to move the 
appropriate finger by activating 
the actuator for that finger.

SECOND BOARD:

CODE WAS WRITTEN TO 
SOLVE 3 PROBLEMS:

• To allow the control glove and 
the robot hand to communicate. 

• To measure the resistance of 
the strain gauges in the control 
glove.

• To control the servos in the 
robot hand, which move the 
fingers.

This board monitors the resistance in the printed strain gauges on the 
glove worn by the user. By bending a strain gauge, the user can change the 
resistance of the gauge attached to their finger. Since each finger of the 
glove has its own strain gauge, we can detect when one finger moves and 
then use this information to move one specific motor, in one specific finger in 
the hand. The attached Arduino™ with custom breakout board interprets the 
change in resistance and transmits instructions to the robotic hand via the 
attached Bluetooth® transceiver.

FIRST BOARD:



The V-One is an all-in-one tool for PCB prototyping — whether that’s in a 
classroom, a laboratory, or on a product development workbench. Print, drill, 
solder, and reflow, right on your desktop — with intuitive software that guides 
users through the process, step-by-step. The V-One does the heavy lifting, so 
you can focus on what’s important — innovation.

Build hardware faster.

Questions?
Reach out to sales@voltera.io.

“The most exciting thing for me was the 
realization of the true possibilities that NOVA 
brings to the world of stretchable and flexible 
electronics. Considering that I — a second 
year engineering student — was able to utilize 
NOVA and the V-One to create what I consider 
to be a pretty exciting project in around 2 
months… imagine what could be created by 
people with more engineering experience. 

It really gets me excited for this new age 
of electronics. I believe this project just 
scratched the surface of the potential uses 
for stretchable electronics. What is so mind 
blowing about NOVA’s technology is the 
extensive possibilities that come with it.”

Dawson Martian
Test Engineering Intern, 
studying Mechatronics, 

Robotics, and Automation 
Engineering at University of 

Waterloo

OUTCOME:

https://www.voltera.io/v-one
mailto:sales%40voltera.io?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/blaine-martian/

